The habitation related experiment on the change of the way of living and the needs for housing of a couple
with children starting in life — Involving for "relaxed house" in the experimental housing next!! —
MidorI KAMO and Misao TAKADA

Research on the composition of shrine buildings and nishi stages in existence in shinto shrines in nara
prefecture and northern part and southern part of kyoto prefecture
Fumio OGISHI and Katsuyuki SATO

A study on the planning of hydrotherapy room based on patients' utilization in medical facilities
Teruyasu KINOSHITA, Kan NAKASHI and Takashi YATOGO

Design themes on an atrium and extents of an area connected with it by contemporary japanese architects
Study on the relationship between technological aspects and design aspects of contemporary japanese
architectures (3)
Tsunehisa YOKOYAMA, Hiroshi TODA and Shin-ichi OKUYAMA

Study on the adaptability and layout changes made to keep housing
Kazumato MINAMI, Naoko SEKIKAWA and Yasuko ISHIMI

A proposal on the evaluating method on the burden in daily activities — A case of barrier with wheelchair —
Akiko MORI and Wataru ASAINE

Study on the composition of exterior spaces at historical landscape-architecture
Hiroshi TSUMITA and Tomonori SEKINE

A study on the analysis of block with typology of urban architecture
A study on the theory of urban
architectural block design with methodology of urban morphology part 1
seung-hyun MIN and Siguru SATOH

A study on regional formation & its influence from a culturally pluralistic view point
— A case of kume
district in naha city —
yang SONG and Takayuki IKEDA

Effects of the directions of benches on the behavior of seated people in a street
Shigeo KOBAYASHI and Ryo MITSUMATA

Study on the transition of the historical environments preservation system in the world heritage property
of the city of quito, ecuador
— Analysis of the influence in the historical environments preservation system
by the inscription on the world heritage list
Gonzalo HOYOS BUCELLI, Satoshi ASANO and Masaru URAYAMA

A study on the application and the abolition of the area division in the cities of less than 100,000 people
Yoshihiro SHIBURA and Shinji IRUKA

A study regarding of the shape analysis including of land use conversion of the coastal area
Sumiko YOKOBO, Takanawa MIYAZAKI and Kiminori NAKAZAWA

Role of architect and supervisor in south korea
— A study on quality assurance in construction projects
referring with construction management in south korea part 1
juneok LEE, Shunto FURUSAKA and Takashi KANETSU

Drop shipment-type wooden houses projects utilizing locally-produced lumbers
— Determination of core
project tasks —
Shuichi ISHIDA and Shunto FURUSAKA

The change of dweller’s characteristics across the ages in condominium
— Ai MIYAGI, Koki ISHIZAKA and Sayaka SUGIYAMA

Baby-boomers and baby-busters in the context of Japan’s home-owning society
Yasuhiro HIRAYAMA

A study on the evaluation for convenience of parking spaces in a university
— A case study in a university
—
Makoto HIRAGA, Hiroshi SUGITA, Shuho MURAKAWA and Takamichi KONDO

A study on the composition of zen-style-bridges in the architecture at the early modern age
Fumiaki YOKOHI

Typography of o-chaya in fukuoka domain based on "o-chaya-kakimoto"
A study on the o-chaya in fukuoka
domain part 2
Naohiro ATAKA and Masaaki MIYAMOTO

The application form for setting up signboard just in front of machiya house to kyoto machibugyosho in
kyoto through edo period
Toshihiko MARUYAMA

Plan and space usage of chitose palace of toyama castle in 1849-1855
Satoru OKADA, Kouichi IBUCHI and Yasuo NAGAI

Core of the city and core of the architecture in tange lab organic synthesis of the city and the architecture
Saikaku TOYOKAWA

The study on the place and location of modern wooden high-class japanese houses by the tea party
record as 'aisbo-sadoki'
Kazuo TSUCHIYA

Living environment and household implements in farming villages in kanagawa prefecture in 1901-2
Yoshiki TSUDA

On the official residences of foregin minister and grand minister of state at early meiji period
Tatsuya FUJIKI, Yosiyuki KAWAHIGASHI and Kenji SAITO

The origin of bothinom block-pillar churches — A study of finnish wooden churches in the 17th and 18th
centuries (part 3)
Akira TAKEUCHI

The church of the holy apostles in ‘de ceremonia’
Yuchi TAKI

Study on the characteristics of the parish of san cassiano and the functions of the teatro michel and the
teatro tron
Kiyohiko AOKI

A study on the composition of the shugakuin imperial villa through the analysis of emperors’ playing
Akira TANAKA

The design of the reggio calabria station
A study on italian architect angelo mazzoni's railway station buildings
Keitaro USUI

The change process of the sightseeing bus tours and the landscape of tourism in hiroshima castle as the
famous place after the second world war
Hisao YOKOYAMA and Shoyo SENDAI

A study on the process of "kaishobu" changing to the housing lot
Kiyohiko LEE

Spatial composition of a traditional country town under the influence of industrialization — A case study
on nakake town, sakuragawa city, ibaraki prefecture
Shigeo NAKANO, Mutsuki FUJIKAWA and Yosiyuki KAWAHIGASHI